
Varlision: World that the story takes place on. 

Grand Empire: Collection of regions united under imperial rule. 

Aellicia: Current empress of the Grand Empire. 

Aelisia: Center region of the Grand Empire. 

Cinderval: Capitol of Aelisia. 

Wild Lands: Very large non-imperial region to the north-west of the Grand Empire. 

Elves: One of the races that inhabit Varlision. 

Humans: One of the races that inhabit Varlision. Only arrived recently. 

Dwarf: Extinct race that once inhabited Varlision. 

Dwarfling: Result of a bonding between an elf and a dwarf. Still alive today. 

Lycan: Result of a bonding between an elf and a canine. Looks like an elf, but they can transform into an 

animal at will (werewolf usually). 

Pure Elf: Elf with very little or no non-elven blood. Result of breeding elf with another elf. 

Sha’tail Elf: Elf with a penis as her genital. Rather rare. 

Chra’tail Elf: Elf with a vagina as her genital. Rather common. 

Grace Elf: Cultural name for an elf born in the Grand Empire. 

Wild Elf: Cultural name for an elf born in the Wild Lands. 

Bonding Ability: Natural ability of the elves. Their bodies can adapt to whatever substance is put inside 

it. This means it’s very difficult for them to get sick, drunk or poisoned. They can also be impregnated by 

just about any organic being. It’s a non-magical ability that all elves possess, although only the chra’tail 

elves can get pregnant. 

Vamillimancy: Magic that inhabits Varlision. Almost every race has access to it to a certain level. 

Embracer: Person born with vamillimancy who did not decide to try to repress it. 

Repressor: Person born with vamillimancy who repressed their magic through training. 

Succubus: A vamillimancer whose body has become so corrupted by their use of magic that they can no 

longer live without constant sexual contact. Sex with a succubus usually results in death though due to 

how unstable their magic has become. No cure has been found yet. 

Siren: Vamillimancer with the Siren’s Voice ability. 

Banshee: A rude term for a Siren. 

Qaza: A card game played all across the Grand Empire. 


